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ABSTRACT 

The increasing dependency of everyday life on mobile devices also increases the number and 

complexity of computing tasks to be supported by these devices. However, the inherent 

requirement of mobility restricts them from being resources rich both in terms of energy (battery 

capacity) and other computing resources such as processing capacity, memory and other resources. 

This thesis looks into cyber foraging technique of offloading computing tasks. Various 

experiments on android mobile devices are carried out to evaluate offloading benefits in terms of 

sustainability advantage, prolonging battery life and augmenting the performance of mobile 

devices. This thesis considers two scenarios of cyber foraging namely opportunistic offloading and 

competitive offloading. These results show that the offloading scenarios are important for both 

green computing and resource augmentation of mobile devices. A significant advantage in battery 

life gain and performance enhancement is obtained. Moreover, cyber foraging is proved to be 

efficient in minimizing energy consumption per computing tasks. The work is based on scavenger 

cyber foraging system. In addition, the work can be used as a basis for studying cyber foraging 

and other similar approaches such as mobile cloud/edge computing for internet of things devices 

and improving the user experiences of applications by minimizing latencies through the use of 

potential nearby surrogates. 
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1. Introduction 

Mobile devices such as smartphones, sensors, wearable devices are resource constrained due to 

their inherent mobility requirements. This thesis looks into cyber foraging as a means to 

dynamically augment such resource constrained devices by exploiting neighboring resources rich 

devices. In particular, the advantages of cyber foraging from mobile devices perspective both in 

terms of battery life enhancement and performance improvements are studied. More over the 

greening benefits of cyber foraging to minimize the energy requirement per computing tasks are 

also considered. For these objectives, Scavenger cyber foraging system is used and an 

experimental research method on android devices specifically smartphones and tablets is applied. 

Using scavenger, two modes of cyber foraging are considered. These are opportunistic mode, when 

a single device is opportunistically using resources of a surrogate device, and competitive mode 

when more than one clients are competing for resources of a single surrogate at the same time. 

Experiments on such android devices are carried out by running applications of varying resources 

requirement and results of battery life gain, performance enhancement and aggregate energy 

saving advantages are analyzed. 

1.1. Background  

Mobile devices are increasingly becoming part of everyday life. These include smartphones, 

tablets, wearable devices and sensors. They are becoming more powerful in terms of computing 

capacity which can be seen from their powerful processors, memory and other accessories such as 

camera. However due to their mobility aspect, they are always constrained in their size and weight 

which limits their resource capacity and battery life. One possible solution to augment such 

resource constrained devices is through increasing the efficiency of usage of computing resources. 

The environment in which these devices exist has a lot of unused computing resources which might 

be used for neighboring resource constrained devices. Resource constrained in this case means the 

limitation due to battery capacity and also other computing resources such as processor speed and 

memory. It is also important to consider that as much as computing capacity of the mobile devices 

is increasing, so does the complexity of the computing tasks. The expectation of the users of mobile 

devices to do more computing on their mobile devices is also rising. More resource demanding 

applications such as augmented reality applications are expected to be supported by mobile 

devices. Hence there are many scenarios where a mobile device can be benefited from the 

surrounding more powerful devices as the complexity of the tasks increases.  

 

In addition to this, efficient usage of computing environment resources is also needed for 

sustainable computing. Sustainability is the practice of reserving resources for future generation 

without any harm to the nature and other components of it. It is a broad concept with elements of 

economic, social and environmental aspects [2]. There is usually confusion between the terms 

Green and Sustainable and are usually used interchangeably. But a closer look at these concepts 

shows that there is a difference. The term Green encompasses the environmental pillar to refer to 
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those areas that are applied to preserve environmental health whereas sustainability focuses on the 

whole system with environmental, social and economic pillars [3]. Therefore, it is important to see 

these terms separately and both require their own metrics. There is also a suggestion of including 

a fourth pillar of culture [4], [5] in sustainability pillars. These broad concept leads us narrowing 

sustainability in the context of many research fields. There are various research attempts both in 

social science and natural science studies with the objective of achieving sustainable development. 

To mention few of them, there are various works in renewable energy technology researches, green 

ICT, and sustainable economic models.  Therefore, it is very important to define the broad concept 

in one's own research context with the objective of achieving an aggregate solution to the global 

challenge. 

It is known that computing technologies are the drivers of the current global economy and with 

fast growth track affecting many sectors of the economy. Hence it is clear that computing 

technologies are consuming an increasing share of natural resources. Another trend with this field 

is the fact that computing is affecting almost every sector of economy globally. Hence it has a 

potential impact as an enabler of sustainability in other sectors. This also means that by using ICT, 

the resource utilization of other fields can be minimized but there will a growth in the resource 

demand of computing. This leads to a challenge to guide computing technology in a sustainable 

way.  

Hence an efficient utilization of resources in a computing environment is advantageous both in 

augmenting resource poor mobile devices and increasing gains in sustainability. One possible way 

to maximize the utilization of available computing resources and dynamically support resource 

constrained devices is through cyber foraging. Cyber foraging is the opportunistic use of nearby 

computing resources to augment resource constrained devices [6]. It is originally construed as 

“living off the land,” with an idea to dynamically support mobile devices by exploiting the 

computing resources of wired hardware infrastructure [6]. 

1.2. Research objectives and goals 

One of the challenges in the application of cyber foraging is determining the cost associated with 

remote and local execution and deciding accordingly. This is not an easy decision since it is 

determined by many factors including but not limited to surrogate characteristics or performance, 

client or mobile device characteristics, the surrounding network properties and the resource 

requirement and characteristics of the task to be executed. The current trend of in mobile devices 

shows that these devices are equipped with powerful state of art processors, memory and other 

accessories. Then a question arises on whether cyber foraging with its cost-benefit decision 

overhead is helpful to save the battery life of a mobile device and improve their computing 

performance. In other words, whether the gains obtained from cyber foraging outweigh its 

overhead from the mobile device perspective. 
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Another Research challenge to be addressed is the advantage of cyber foraging in sustainable 

computing. Cyber foraging can be effective for saving battery power and extending battery life of 

mobile devices. But this does not necessarily mean that cyber foraging is efficient in energy usage. 

This raises an important issue that needs to be addressed which is how sustainable or green is cyber 

foraging? 

1.2.1. Research Questions 

To achieve the above objectives, the following specific questions need to be addressed. These are: 

 What level of advantages can be obtained from cyber foraging in prolonging battery life of 

current state of art mobile devices specifically smartphones and tablets? 

 What level of advantages can be obtained from cyber foraging in enhancing the 

computational performance of current state of art mobile devices specifically smartphones 

and tablets? 

 How the trend in mobile devices powerfulness affects the corresponding battery life and 

performance gains of cyber foraging? By comparison with the results of previous research 

works 

 How sustainable or green is cyber foraging (what level of total energy saving can be 

obtained from cyber foraging)? 

1.2.2. Research Method 

This research will try to answer the above mentioned challenges of cyber foraging by using 

Scavenger cyber foraging system. A series of experiments on android mobile devices are carried 

out with an objective of understanding the advantage of cyber foraging for sustainability, 

prolonging battery life and improving the computing performance of mobile devices. More 

explanation about the specific cyber foraging system i.e. Scavenger is given in section 3 and the 

specific hypothesis of the series of experiments are given in section 4. 

1.3. Structure of the thesis 

The rest of the document is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes some of the researches 

that have been done related with this thesis. Various offloading techniques, cyber foraging systems 

and processes are described. Section 3 gives more detailed explanation of the Scavenger cyber 

foraging system that this research uses and the tools required for experiments. Section 4 provides 

the methodology of the research including experimental configurations, descriptions and 

scenarios. The results are described in section 5. It also gives a comparison of the results obtained 

in this research with previous research results. After that conclusions and future works are 

explained in Section 6. 
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2. Related work             

Pervasive computing is an evolutionary step from earlier works starting from mid 1970s. The two 

distinct areas in the evolution towards pervasive computing are distributed systems and mobile 

computing. Hence most of the problems and challenges in this evolution are identified and studied 

in earlier works of mobile computing and distributed systems [6]. Distributed systems lies in the 

intersection of computers and local area networks (LANs) whereas mobile computing emerges 

after the existence of fully functional mobile devices such as laptops and wireless local area 

networks. Due to its inherent mobility support nature, mobile computing has some added 

challenges which are different from distributed computing. Some of these challenges are variation 

in network quality and unable to predict it in mobile environments, low trust and robustness of 

mobile elements, constraints on mobile resources imposed by small form-factors, and challenges 

associated with battery power consumption [6]. The vision of pervasive computing is to create an 

environment saturated with computing and communication which is smoothly integrated with 

users until it becomes a “technology that disappears”. Mobility is an integral part of everyday life. 

Therefore, complete support of mobility is an important requirement in creating a pervasive 

computing environment otherwise a user will be aware of the technology when he moves [6]. The 

enablers of pervasive computing are small mobile devices that support mobility easily but also can 

handle multiple request from users. The requirement of small form-factors means that their 

computing capabilities and battery power sources have to be compromised. Dealing with these 

contradictory requirements is a research challenge that is addressed for many years and one way 

of dealing with this is dynamic resource utilization through offloading of computations. 

2.1. Offloading techniques 

There are various offloading techniques that are used in today’s computing technologies. This 

section will briefly explain some of them. A brief description of some of the techniques namely 

cloud computing, mobile cloud computing, mobile edge computing and cyber foraging are given 

below. 

2.1.1. Cloud Computing 

        

Cloud computing is a paradigm for hosting and delivering computing services over the Internet. 

The primary goal of cloud computing is to maximize the usage of various computing resources in 

order to overcome the need of resources for high performance computation and to achieve a higher 

throughput [7], [8]. Its main features include elasticity, on-demand service, resource pooling, 

measured service, and broad network access [9]. Various deployment models are being used which 

includes public clouds, private clouds and hybrid clouds [9]. Cloud computing is a major paradigm 

shift in computing technology with its approach of providing computational resources as per usage 
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similar to utilities such as electricity. This is possible due to the increasing availability of high-

speed wired and wireless networks. The authors in [10] pointed out that scalability, adaptability, 

availability and self-awareness are important requirements of a cloud. According to [11], from 

hardware perspective, three aspects are new in cloud computing. These are the appearance to the 

end user as having infinite computing resources available on demand, no need for direct 

commitment from users and ability to pay for use of computing resources on a short-term basis as 

needed [11]. 

2.1.2. Mobile Cloud Computing 

        

It is a paradigm at the forefront of mobile and cloud computing and is defined as a technique for 

integration of Cloud Computing technology in mobile environment and provides all the necessary 

resources to overcome the obstacles of the mobile devices [12], [13]. Several definitions exist for 

mobile cloud computing. For instance, mobile cloud computing is defined as running mobile 

intended applications such as email and social networking Apps on remote resource rich server 

[14]. Mobile devices can also be seen as resource providers in making of mobile cloud through 

peer to peer network as in [15]. Another concept proposed by [16] is an approach of using small-

scale servers called cloudlets at the edge of Internet. These small scale servers can be deployed in 

public places such as coffee shops and supermarkets where the mobile client can make use of their 

storage and processing resources. They are connected to a cloud data center by high speed wired 

connections. The obvious advantage of these approach is a reduction of latency in applications 

since mobile device requests need not go far to a remote data center but rather served by the close 

cloudlet [16]. A similar concept is also proposed by [17] with the name Fog computing and 

proposing a three tier mobile, fog, cloud hierarchal architecture. The role of this fog servers is to 

bridge the gap between mobile end devices and clouds [17]. A number of use cases and 

opportunities are possible by mobile cloud computing. In [18] and [14], these use cases are 

categorized into image and natural language processing, sharing GPS and Internet access, 

applications involving sensor data, querying, crowd computing and multimedia search 

applications. 

 

2.1.3. Mobile Edge Computing 

        

It is a trend which aims to solve the problem due to large volumes of data traffic from mobile users 

and associated latency as well as resource and energy limitations of mobile devices. It is a 

paradigm for hosting a cloud server at the edge of a mobile network which performs specific tasks 

that could not be achieved or very challenging with traditional network infrastructure [19]. The 

concept of edge computing is similar to mobile clouds with the aim of augmenting mobile devices 

by resource rich servers deployed at the edge of a mobile radio network [17]. Such edge servers 

can be owned by mobile network providers and the subscribed mobile devices can use them by 
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offloading part of their computation and helps to minimize latency. The objective is to reduce 

computational stress on the internet by shifting part of it towards the edge [20]. 

2.1.4. Cyber Foraging        

It is originally construed as “living off the land,” with an idea to dynamically augment the 

computing resources of a mobile computing devices by exploiting the more resources rich wired 

hardware infrastructure [6]. However, some extend this definition to include offloading to a cloud 

as well [21]. According to the original definition, the distinct features of cyber foraging over other 

offloading or remote execution mechanisms are: 

● Opportunistic offloading where the remote execution depends on whether the computing 

resource is available or not. 

● The device that is supposed to be benefited from cyber foraging must be able to run the 

task if the environment is not suitable for cyber foraging. 

 

However, the original definition is extended in most cases to include the offloading of computation 

to a more resource rich server in mobile environment. Hence systems and approaches in mobile 

cloud computing and mobile edge computing can also be regarded as cyber foraging systems. Even 

though most of the cyber foraging systems developed concentrate on augmenting processing 

capacity of mobile devices, cyber foraging is not only limited to dynamic usage of processing 

resources, but also include dynamic augmentation of scarcity of other resources such as storage 

and display. 

2.2. Cyber Foraging Process        

Here a more detailed explanation of processes involved in cyber foraging is given. The aim is to 

have an overview of the steps involved in offloading computation in mobile environment 

regardless of a specific technology or system in use. For a mobile device to take advantage of 

cyber foraging, the following six sub processes has to be accomplished [22]. The first is surrogate 

discovery. Mobile client applications need to discover the availability of surrogates that are 

capable of providing (only the capacity without assessing its willingness) the necessary resources 

[22]. This discovery is based on the use of available communication technologies. However, being 

discoverable does not mean that the surrogate is willing to offer /share its resource. After surrogate 

discovery, application partitioning should be done. At this level the task or the application needs 

to be partitioned into locally executable and remotely executable parts: the task that requires more 

computing resources such as storage, processing, and communication speed is a good candidate 

for remote execution. Then the process of cost assessment is done where the execution plan defines 

where the application has to be executed given successful partitioning of the tasks. Trust and 

security establishment is the next step. During cyber foraging, clients should be protected from 

malicious surrogate and surrogates require protection from malicious clients. Then the actual task 

execution takes place in which the tasks that are suitable for remote execution are executed 
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remotely using a surrogate computer. The last sub process is environmental monitoring. This is 

useful since the environment is dynamic and mobile hence the device needs to monitor the 

computing environment for any changes in the surrogates and in cases where a better option is 

available. This process is displayed in the figure 1.  

 

 

 
Figure 1 Cyber foraging process [22] 

2.3. Existing Cyber Foraging systems 

There have been many attempts by academia for developing cyber foraging systems for 

applications in mobile computing. This section tries to briefly explain some of these systems and 

their characteristics. 

2.3.1. Spectra        

The first cyber foraging system called Spectra dates back to 2002. It was designed for use by 

mobile devices to use the resources of static servers dynamically [23]. The reason for its 

development was a need to support pervasive computing application development. The system 

consists of a client and a server. The client is running on the devices on which the application is 

executed and the server executes on static servers that perform tasks on behalf of clients [23]. The 

major drawback of spectra was the need by developers to explicitly modify their application to use 

Spectra. This has disadvantages in software portability and ease of maintenance [24]. 
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2.3.2. Chroma         

Another cyber foraging system is Chroma. As it is described in [25], it uses tactics which are the 

context information about the application relevant to remote execution in a compact declarative 

form. These tactics are compact and very small as compared to the actual task code size. Due to 

this, Chroma building required a method of describing tactics and a way of selecting a tactic at 

runtime. A tactic description language called vivendi [26] is used in Chroma cyber foraging 

system. 

2.3.3. “The system by S. Goyal and J. Carter”        

It was proposed by authors in [27] and was designed as a system that can be used in existing 

computing environments to enable cyber foraging without a need for a heavyweight middleware. 

This system takes an approach of using virtual machines as a way to execute remote codes. 

2.3.4. Slighshot        

Another cyber foraging system by [28] is called Slighshot system. It is a mechanism to deploy 

services for mobile devices at wireless hotspots. The anticipated mobile services are replicated on 

static surrogate computers located at hotspots. First and second level replicas are executed on 

remote and close by surrogates respectively. The devices then broadcast requests to all replicas 

and the first response received is considered. The second class replicas are located close to the 

handheld devices and improve the latency whereas the first class replicas ensure protection against 

any possible surrogate failure in the close by environment. 

2.3.5. PeerHood System 

It is an approach of peer to peer communication in mobile environment [29]. The architecture 

considers a personal mobile device such as mobile phones as a trusted device in mobile 

environment and these devices sense their neighbor devices termed as “peer to peer neighborhood” 

or peerHood [29]. In [30], authors explained the layered architecture that can be applied to 

peerHood as networking, middleware and application layers. These works explained the 

applications that can be enabled in such personal area networks using Bluetooth as the technology 

in the networking layer of the architecture. The authors in [31] describes the ways in which remote 

execution of mobile devices applications using resources of static servers in their peer 

environment. Connectivity routing method that can search for alternative connections until the full 

task information is migrated to the static surrogate and result routing methods that find paths for 

the result of execution to be destined for the mobile device are proposed in [31]. The factors that 

need to be considered to analyze the cost benefit from remote executions in peerHood is presented 

in [32]. These factors are categorized in to communication related, energy related and task related 

factors [32]. Experiments are also carried out which showed that remote execution usually benefits 

the mobile side but for some tasks, the benefit is close to the threshold or decision boundary [32]. 
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They also pointed out that profiling of the tasks has a potential to improve decision making process 

in remote execution. 

2.3.6. Cloudlets       

Another approach proposed by [16] is using small-scale servers called cloudlets at the edge of 

Internet. These small scale servers can be deployed in public places such as coffee shops and 

supermarkets where the mobile client can make use of their storage and processing resources. They 

are connected to a cloud data center by high speed wired connections. The obvious advantage of 

these approach is a reduction of latency in applications since mobile device requests need not go 

far to a remote data center but rather served by the close cloudlet [16]. These cloudlets are 

considered as a middle tier of mobile device, cloudlet and cloud hierarchy [33]. An attempt was 

made by [34] to develop an energy efficient offloading strategy for mobile cloudlets which are 

cloudlets running on mobile devices such as smart phones. 

2.3.7. Scavenger        

One of the most recent cyber foraging system is Scavenger which is developed by Aarhus 

University, Denmark. The Scavenger system is developed using python and enables cross-platform 

support, mobility and low application development times [35]. In this framework, the resource that 

is being harvested is CPU processing. This system consists of two software components. The first 

one is a Daemon which runs on the surrogate computer which enables them to receive and execute 

tasks from clients [35]. It consists of a front-end which gives a remote access a mobile code 

execution environment through RPC (remote procedure call) [35]. Device discovery is done using 

a framework called Presence which is used by surrogates to get information about their 

surrounding computing environment and by clients to search for surrogates. The second 

component is a client library for enabling client applications. 

 

Various experiments were done using Scavenger to discover its battery saving and performance 

improvement advantages. One of the work done by [36] showed that offloading by scavenger 

framework can result in battery life savings of as much as 86% but the corresponding benefit 

seemed to be lower with more powerful mobile devices. The works of [37] pointed out that cyber 

foraging via scavenger is very advantageous in both battery savings and improving performance 

and hence user experience of mobile devices especially for compute intensive tasks. It showed that 

these benefits of offloading are significantly less for computing tasks involving relatively large 

file transfers to and from surrogates. 

 

This thesis work uses scavenger as a framework to do cyber foraging. Therefore, a detailed view 

of Scavenger and its unique features that makes it advantageous over other systems is given in the 

next chapter. 
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3. Scavenger Cyber Foraging System      

Scavenger cyber foraging system has two independent components: the component running on 

surrogates called the daemon enables them to receive requests from clients and perform tasks on 

the behalf of clients, and the component used by clients called client library enables them to search 

for available surrogates and their services and offload their task code [35]. Both of the components 

are developed using Python, and stackless python is used for an execution environment. Scavenger 

uses a mobile code approach for performing mobile Python code [35]. Stackless python is used 

only on surrogates, so client devices do not need stackless python. Client devices should be able 

to support python to use the client library. 

 

3.1. Service Discovery Mechanism        

Cyber foraging requires a mechanism to search for and discover peers or devices in the nearby 

environment (usually only in a range of one wireless hop away) and to receive information about 

the services offered by the surrogates [38]. Many discovery protocols have been proposed. Among 

these are UDDI as described in [39] , Konrak as described in [40] and UPnP in [41]. The 

shortcoming from these discovery mechanisms is they are not suitable in a highly mobile 

environment where dynamic discovery and information sharing is required as pointed out in [38]. 

Therefore, Scavenger uses a new discovery mechanism called presence. The discovery system, as 

explained in detail in [38], has been designed to be as minimal as possible, imposing as little 

overhead and structure change as possible on the applications using it. The peer using presence 

broadcast a single announcement packet continuously in predefined intervals. So an active 

approach towards service announcement is chosen and peers never have to ask for service 

announcements. The clients can receive announcement packets from available surrogates with in 

a predefined interval duration. If this interval is I seconds, then a new client entering the mobile 

environment can be aware of the services of valuable surrogates within 2*I duration.  

 

These announcements are only a single packet and UDP (user datagram protocol) is used to 

broadcast this information to all devices in the same subnetwork [38]. In the default 

implementation, the interval I = 1second is used which means that a service is announced by a 

UDP packet in every second [38]. Hence, ignoring packet loss, peers within the same range can 

have update information about each other. This helps to make informed decision by clients in 

deciding where to place a task. Presence broadcasts impose only a very small network overhead 

since it uses only a single UDP packets in relatively low intervals. 

 

https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=uddi-spec
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3.2. Development using Scavenger 

As it is described in [35], the client library of scavenger module is used by all client applications. 

Scavenger gives two ways of working with cyber foraging: These are manual and fully automated 

modes.  

 

A manual mode of using scavenger requires searching for available surrogates, installing required 

functionality onto them, asking surrogate to perform a task and resolve remote data handles. 

Scavenger provides method for searching surrogates. Using this method, list of surrogates that are 

heard with in the last five seconds will be returned as a list. Once knowing the available surrogates, 

a method for knowing whether a particular service is installed or not on a surrogate is also 

available. In manual mode, installing a particular service onto a particular surrogate is done using 

mobile code approach. Once an appropriate service is installed, a particular surrogate can be 

requested to perform the installed service. 

 

Automated mode is the easiest way of using scavenger. Cyber foraging is automatically supported 

for decorated functions using decorators in scavenger modules. This automates the whole routines 

of checking availability of surrogates, installing the service and performing the task. This whole 

process of using both manual and automated cyber foraging is explained in [42]. In addition, the 

modules of scavenger library and test programs for checking whether the library is working are 

available in [43]. 

 

Scavenger using mobile code approach means that it can support better mobility as compared to 

other approached of cyber foraging such as virtual machines. The automated mode available by 

scavenger also simplifies this process by hiding its execution to the application programmer. 

Scavenger is suitable for devices having multi-core processors. A daemon running on a surrogate 

can be configured to use any number of available cores and a scheduler per each core is available 

that takes care of the different tasks running on a specific core [35]. Scavenger uses round robin 

[35] method of scheduling for tasks in case of multiple core usage of surrogates. The number of 

cores to be used by clients can be configured and it is one of the parameters in the daemon. For 

instance, a laptop with two core processor can be configured to only share one core for cyber 

foraging clients and to use the remaining core exclusively for its own processes.  

 

Task scheduling in scavenger selects the right place (either locally or at surrogate) to perform a 

given task by considering many factors. If the decision is to perform the task on a surrogate, the 

most powerful among the available surrogates has to be chosen. The factors that are considered to 

place a task on a particular surrogate given a list of potential available surrogates are [35]: 

1. Relative strength and utilization level of surrogates  

2. The network parameters such as bandwidth, latency etc.  

3. The complexity of the task to be remotely executed 

4. Input and output size  
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Scheduling in scavenger considers all the above factors in deciding where (among potential 

surrogates) to offload a given task [35]. Among them is the strength of a device with regards to 

performing processor intensive tasks. Determining this information is difficult. This is due to the 

architectural differences among the heterogeneous devices in a cyber foraging environment. Due 

to this, mere clock speed is not a good measure for the strength or performance of surrogates [35]. 

Scavenger addresses this difficulty by using a CPU benchmarking suite called nbench [44] to 

profile both surrogates and clients by strength indicator score. The presence UDP packets 

announced in every interval broadcast the tasks that are currently being processed by a surrogate. 

This is used to determine the current utilization level of a surrogate. Another design decision of 

scavenger is using static configuration of network bandwidth. The daemon configuration has the 

option to statically set the network bandwidth information. This approach is chosen to overcome 

the difficulty in continuously measuring bandwidth without adding a large overhead traffic on the 

network [35]. Using this bandwidth information, the scheduler determines the runtime of using 

remote execution; i.e., the time required to send and receive input and output data to and from a 

surrogate if cyber foraging is chosen [35].  

 

As it is explained earlier the client library requires python support. For this reason, for writing 

application programs in python that can be supported by android platform, qpython [45] is used. 

It is a script engine that runs python programs on android devices.  In addition to scavenger library, 

a presence service discovery library has to be installed onto the client for discovering surrogates 

and services. The presence service discovery is explained in section 3.1 and the modules and its 

programs are freely available on [46]. For installing all the above needed libraries on the client, a 

python package manager called pip [47] is used. 
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4. Research Method and Experiments Setup 

The methodology used in this research is an experimental method. The motivations behind using 

this methodology are explained below. 

Previous related works showed that offloading mechanisms are useful to save battery life of mobile 

devices as well as to augment them with unused computing resources. Among these the result of 

the most recent work analyzing the battery gains of scavenger framework [37] shows that 

scavenger is advantageous for saving the battery life for processing intensive tasks. They also 

pointed out that, offloading by scavenger is not only advantageous in saving battery life, but also 

results in less run-time for completion of a task. Their work also showed that the benefits of 

offloading for applications that involve large data size transfers to and from surrogates is 

significantly less and the overhead associated with searching for potential surrogate outweigh the 

corresponding offloading advantage in such cases. This might lead us to conclude that cyber 

foraging may not be useful for current powerful mobile devices. However, this thesis has the 

assumption that cyber foraging is also advantageous for both saving battery life and runtime 

improvement for current mobile devices even though they are equipped with powerful resources. 

This assumption is based on the reasons that the growth in the powerfulness of mobile devices is 

balanced by the growth in the resources of potential surrogate devices. In addition, the increasing 

powerfulness of mobile devices is accompanied by the increasing computational complexity of 

potential mobile applications that require support from these devices. Therefore, it is important to 

validate this assumption by running experiments on mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) and 

to compare the results from previous works to have a clear trend and understanding of the benefits 

offered by cyber foraging. 

There are no available works that are done to analyze the sustainability gains (aggregate energy 

saving potential) of cyber foraging. The works that are done so far analyze the gains of cyber 

foraging only from the resource constrained or battery powered benefit side. This research, in 

addition to this objective, will try to test the aggregate sustainability advantage of cyber foraging 

and again an experimental approach is chosen to test this assumption. 

This thesis in addition to the above objectives, will try to evaluate the cases when multiple devices 

are trying to offload computations simultaneously to a single surrogate server resources. This 

scenario is applicable in mobile edge/cloud computing like applications and corresponding 

experiments are carried out in this work. 

Therefore, we have decided to use experiments to prove the above assumptions on real devices. 

For this reason, the android devices in table 1 are chosen and a series of experiments is conducted 

using them and scavenger framework. We have chosen android devices since they are the most 

widely used platform in the current smartphones/tablet market.  

The python tools used and how applications are written in scavenger are explained in chapter 3. 
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Table 1 Android devices used and their specifications 

 

The surrogate characteristics is given in table 2. 

Table 2 Surrogate characteristics 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to answer the above research challenges, a methodology based on an experiment using 

Scavenger cyber foraging framework is used. As it is pointed out earlier, scavenger framework is 

chosen since it is based on mobile code approach having an effective service discovery protocol 

with less overhead to the network.  

4.1. Hypotheses 

Prior to conducting the experiments, we have identified the following main hypotheses that will 

be tested and validated according to the results of the experiment. In this thesis work, two modes 

of cyber foraging are used. These are: 

 Opportunistic mode with only single client i.e. when a single mobile device is looking for 

a potential surrogate device and does offloading. 

Device model Battery  Processor Memory screen size 

Samsung Galaxy J5 Removable Li-Ion 2600 

mAh battery 

Quad-core 1.2 GHz Cortex-A53 1.5GB 5.0 inches 

Samsung Galaxy Tab A 

9.7 

Non-removable Li-Ion 

6000 mAh battery 

Quad-core 1.2 GHz 1.5 GB 9.7 inches 

Huawei MediaPad M2 Non-removable Li-Po 4800 

mAh battery 

Quad-core 2.0 GHz Cortex A53 + quad-core 1.5 

GHz Cortex-A53 

2GB 8 inches 

Huawei Honor 6 Non-removable Li-Po 3100 

mAh battery (11.8 Wh) 

Quad-core 1.7 GHz Cortex-A15 & quad-core 1.3 

GHz Cortex-A7 

3GB 5 inches 

Parameter Specification 

Processor Intel Core  i3-3217U CPU @ 1.80GHz × 4 

 

Memory 5.7 GiB 

OS Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 

Battery  4Cells 2600 mAh 37 Whrs 
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 Competitive mode when more than one mobile devices simultaneously looking for a 

potential surrogate and do offloading at the same time to a single surrogate device. In this 

work, for competitive mode, the four mobile devices are tested simultaneously.  

The detail explanation of these modes is given in section 4.4.2. These hypotheses are given in table 3. 

Table 3 Hypotheses 

 Hypothesis 

1. Offloading both compute and network (involving large size data transfer to and 

from surrogates) intensive tasks by cyber foraging in opportunistic mode can 

prolong battery life and improve execution time of a task for mobile devices. 

2. Offloading both compute and network (involving large size data transfer to and 

from surrogates) intensive tasks by cyber foraging in opportunistic mode (when 

the surrogate resource is used by a single client at a time) is energy efficient.  

3. Offloading both compute and network (involving large size data transfer to and 

from surrogates) intensive tasks by cyber foraging in competitive mode is 

advantageous to prolong battery life and improve the performance of mobile 

devices. 

4. Offloading both compute and network (involving large size data transfer to and 

from surrogates) intensive tasks by cyber foraging in competitive mode is energy 

efficient.  

 

For each of the hypothesis, a series of test application python programs executed on the above 

android devices. The test application programs applied are similar per each offloading test in each 

scenario except for the measurement scripts. The measurement scripts are slightly different per 

device due to a different android file system in each device. The application logics for each of the 

tests namely encrypt/decrypt, image edge detection and text mining are chosen to be similar across 

the devices in order to avoid the difference in battery, performance and energy consumption due 

to differences in application logics. The constant parameters that are applied in each experiments 

are given in section 4.3. 
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4.2. Experiment template 

The following experiment template is used to document the results of the experiments. 

Experiment number x 

 

Aim: it explains the aim or objectives of an experiment or group of experiments. 

 

 

Experiment procedure: it describes the major steps involved in carrying out an experiment or 

group of tests. 

 

Results: this part shows the results obtained. Accompanying tables and charts are given to 

display the obtained results in battery, energy and runtime. 

The table will look like: [only a sample of three result rows shown out of 60 rows] 

 

Time in min. 

Battery in mAh for 

idle test 

Battery in mAh for 

idle with ping 

Battery in mAh for cpu 

without wifi 

Battery in mAh for 

cpu + ping 

Battery in mAh for 

wireless traffic 

0 6166 6168 6167 6168 6168 

1 6154 6156 6154 6154 6155 

2 6144 6145 6142 6141 6142 

 

The chart will look like:  

 

 

Conclusions: In this part we will analyze and conclude the experiment. 
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4.3. Experimental Configurations 

In all of the experiments, the configurations that are common are shown in table 4. Some of this 

properties are independent variables for the tests. One surrogate core is chosen in order to test the 

worst case scenario where a surrogate only shares its one core for other devices and the remaining 

cores can be used exclusively for running its own processes. The experimental configurations are 

given in table 4. 

 

 

Table 4 Experimental Configurations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4. Experimental Descriptions 

After formulation of the hypothesis and deciding on the configurations, various tests with the aim 

of understanding the idle battery characteristics of android devices are conducted. After this first 

sets of experiments, offloading tests, from both mobile and surrogate side, of running applications 

both remotely and locally are carried out. The overall description of the main experiments carried 

out are shown in table 5 below. 

 
Table 5  Experiments Description 

Experiment group  Description 

Baseline tests Battery consumption measurement of each of devices for an hour in five 

modes i.e. idle without wifi, idle with wifi, CPU loaded without wifi, CPU 

loaded with wifi and in continuous wireless traffic mode. 20 experiments in 

total with five repetitions per each experiment. 

Offloading tests in 

opportunistic mode 

Three separate tasks namely encrypt/decryption, image edge detection and 

simple text mining are executed locally without wifi and scavenger, locally 

with wifi and scavenger (worst case of cyber foraging) and remotely with 

scavenger. In this tests only single device is trying to use the resources of 

available surrogate. Three experiments are done per each device for each task 

resulting in 36 experiments each with five repetitions and average results are 

taken. 

Property Value 

Brightness 100% 

Network configuration IEEE 802.11g, all connected to 

the same network 

Surrogate cores used 1 

Battery charge level prior to each test 100% (fully charged) 
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Offloading tests in 

competitive mode 

Encrypt/decrypt and image edge detection tasks are executed using scavenger 

for the case when there is resource competition i.e. the four mentioned android 

clients are competing for the resources of a single surrogate. A total of 8 

experiments are carried out here each with five repetitions. 

Surrogate energy 

consumption 

measurement 

Tests are carried out in order to determine the energy consumed by a surrogate 

when it is used by scavenger clients. The results are used to determine an 

aggregate energy consumption per computing task by scavenger. 

 

4.4.1. Experiment set 1: Baseline tests 

In these series of tests, the battery characteristics of each of the devices are measured in five modes. 

The modes are idle, idle with wifi kept on with ping, when CPU is loaded, CPU loaded with wifi 

on and when the device is continuously downloading file (in wireless traffic mode). 

The complete descriptions for this series of tests is given in table 6. 

 

Table 6 Experiment set 1: Baseline tests description 

Experiment  Description 

Experiment 1: battery consumption of Huawei MediaPad M2 in 

idle mode without wifi 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 2: battery consumption of Huawei MediaPad M2 in 

idle mode with wifi on. 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 3: battery consumption of Huawei MediaPad M2 in 

CPU intensive case without wifi 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 4: battery consumption of Huawei MediaPad M2 in 

CPU intensive case with wifi. 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 5: battery consumption of Huawei MediaPad M2 in 

wireless traffic mode. 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 6: battery consumption of Honor Huawei 6 in idle 

mode without wifi 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 7: battery consumption of Huawei Honor 6 in idle 

mode with wifi on. 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 8: battery consumption of Huawei Honor 6 in CPU 

intensive case without wifi 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 9: battery consumption of Huawei Honor 6 in CPU 

intensive case with wifi. 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 10: battery consumption of Huawei Honor 6 in 

wireless traffic mode. 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 11: battery consumption of Samsung Galaxy Tab A in 

idle mode without wifi 

Appendix 1 
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Experiment 12: battery consumption of Samsung Galaxy Tab A in 

idle mode with wifi on. 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 13: battery consumption of Samsung Galaxy Tab A in 

CPU intensive case without wifi 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 14: battery consumption of Samsung Galaxy Tab A in 

CPU intensive case with wifi. 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 15: battery consumption of Samsung Galaxy Tab A in 

wireless traffic mode. 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 16: battery consumption of Samsung Galaxy J5 in idle 

mode without wifi 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 17: battery consumption of Samsung Galaxy J5 in idle 

mode with wifi on. 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 18: battery consumption of Samsung Galaxy J5 in 

CPU intensive case without wifi 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 19: battery consumption of Samsung Galaxy J5 in 

CPU intensive case with wifi. 

Appendix 1 

Experiment 20: battery consumption of Samsung Galaxy J5 in 

wireless traffic mode. 

Appendix 1 

 

4.4.2. Experiment set 2: Offloading tests 

Additional experiments with the aim of evaluating offloading via scavenger. Three separate tasks 

with varying resource requirements to be executed locally, locally with wifi and remotely with 

scavenger. There are two scenarios involved in each of the chosen tasks. The tasks are 

encryption/decryption of text file, image edge detection and simple text mining or processing of 

email archive link. More explanation about these tasks is given in this section below. 

The first scenario is to evaluate the results when a single mobile device trying to use the resources 

of a surrogate. In the second scenario, in addition to offloading tests from a single device, 

experiments are also undertaken for the case of offloading from different devices simultaneously. 

The four android devices are trying to access the resources of a single surrogate at the same time. 

It represents competitive mode of cyber foraging. 

This amounts to 3 experiments per device for each task meaning for three tasks, a total of 9 

experiments for each task. Therefore, Experiment set 2 has a total of 36 experiments for scenario 

1. In addition, there will be 3 experiments per each device for scenario 2 which amounts to a total 

of 12 tests in scenario 2. Each experiment will have 5 runs each and the average result will be 

taken. In addition to these offloading tests, energy consumption experiments are also carried out 

to evaluate the energy consumed from surrogate side for the aim of analyzing the sustainability 

gains of offloading scenarios mentioned above. 
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Task 1: Simple XOR encryption and decryption of a file.  

In this task, a text file of about 163 Kb is encrypted using XOR encryption methods and decrypted 

back. For each test a file is encrypted and decrypted three times and a test is repeated five times.  

Test scenario 1: Opportunistic offloading 

 For each device, three variants of the task are performed. These are: 

● Task done via scavenger using a surrogate 

● Task is done locally by the mobile device but the wifi connection is on and the device 

searches for available surrogates and decides to do it locally due to unavailability of 

potential surrogate. This corresponds to the worst case that is faced by a mobile device. 

● Task is done locally by the mobile device with wifi connection off. 

 

The description of these experiments is give in table 7. 

 

Table 7  Experiment description of task 1 in scenario 1 

Experiment No. Description 

Experiment 21: Huawei Media Pad, Encryption and decryption of a file, via 

scavenger  

Appendix 2 

Experiment 22: Huawei Media Pad, Encryption and decryption of a file done locally 

with wifi on 

Appendix 2 

Experiment 23: Huawei Media Pad, Encryption and decryption of a file done locally 

with wifi off 

Appendix 2 

Experiment 24: Huawei Honor 6, Encryption and decryption of a file, via scavenger Appendix 2 

Experiment 25: Huawei Honor 6, Encryption and decryption of a file done locally 

with wifi on 

Appendix 2 

Experiment 26: Huawei Honor 6, Encryption and decryption of a file done locally 

with wifi off 

 

Appendix 2 

Experiment 27: Samsung Galaxy Tab A, Encryption and decryption of a file, via 

scavenger 

Appendix 2 

Experiment 28: Samsung Galaxy Tab A, Encryption and decryption of a file done 

locally with wifi on 

 

Appendix 2 

Experiment 29: Samsung Galaxy Tab A, Encryption and decryption of a file done 

locally with wifi off 

 

Appendix 2 

Experiment 30: Samsung Galaxy J5, Encryption and decryption of a file, via 

scavenger 

 

Appendix 2 
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Experiment 31: Samsung Galaxy J5, Encryption and decryption of a file done locally 

with wifi on 

Appendix 2 

Experiment 32: Samsung Galaxy J5, Encryption and decryption of a file done locally 

with wifi off 

Appendix 2 

 

 

Determining Surrogate energy consumption 

To determine the energy consumed by the surrogate computer while it is used as a surrogate by 

running scavenger daemon, the following two experiments are done. 

The first one is done to know the idle power characteristics of a surrogate computer while it is in 

idle mode that is the wifi is on and the scavenger daemon is not running. Apart from turning the 

wifi on, the surrogate is not doing any task. For this experiment 5 tests are done for 10 minutes’ 

duration and average of the result is taken. To avoid the bias due to battery regions, the surrogate 

is charged to full prior to each test. 

The second one is done to know power characteristics when the surrogate is used by mobile devices 

via scavenger. Similarly, to avoid the bias due to battery regions, the surrogate is charged to full 

prior to each test. 

The description of these experiments is given in table 8. 

 

Table 8 Description of experiments to evaluate surrogate energy consumption 

Experiment No. Description 

Experiment 33: Surrogate idle power characteristics Appendix 3 

Experiment 34: Surrogate power characteristics when it is used by 

scavenger clients for encryption and decryption task 

Appendix 3 

 

Test scenario 2: Competitive offloading 

In this group of experiments, the scavenger clients are trying to use the surrogate for the same task 

at the same time. All four devices will request the surrogate for encryption and decryption of a file 

as explained above. The corresponding experiment descriptions are given in table 9. 
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Table 9  Experimental description for task 1, scenario 2 

Experiment No. Description 

Experiment 35: Huawei Media Pad, Encryption and decryption of 

a file, via scavenger 

Appendix 4 

Experiment 36: Huawei Honor 6, Encryption and decryption of a 

file, via scavenger 

Appendix 4 

Experiment 37: Samsung Galaxy Tab A, Encryption and 

decryption of a file, via scavenger 

Appendix 4 

Experiment 38: Samsung Galaxy J5, Encryption and decryption of 

a file, via scavenger 

Appendix 4 

 

Task 2: Image edge detection 

 50 edge detection operations are performed on a 13 Mpix image and the test is repeated 5 times. 

This is done to approach a scavenger from a task that involves a significant data/file transfer to 

and from a surrogate. The 50 edge detection operations performed involve a traffic of almost 

300Mb to and from a surrogate.  

Test scenario 1: Opportunistic offloading 

Similarly, as task 1, For each device, three variants of the task are performed. These are: 

● Task done via scavenger using a surrogate 

● Task is done locally by the mobile device but the wifi connection is on and the device 

searches for available surrogates and decides to do it locally. This corresponds to the worst 

case. 

● Task is done locally by the mobile device with wifi connection off. 

 

This scenario involves 3 experiments per each device which results in 12 experiments in total. 

Each of the experiments are carried out five times and average results are taken. The complete 

description of these experiments is given in table 10. 

 

Table 10  Experimental description of task 2 in scenario 1 

Experiment No. Description 

Experiment 39: Huawei Media pad, image edge detection via scavenger Appendix 5 

Experiment 40: Huawei Media pad, image edge detection locally with wifi 

on 

Appendix 5 

Experiment 41: Huawei Media pad, image edge detection locally with wifi 

off 

Appendix 5 

Experiment 42: Huawei Honor 6, image edge detection via scavenger Appendix 5 
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Experiment 43: Huawei Honor 6, image edge detection locally with wifi 

on 

Appendix 5 

Experiment 44: Huawei Honor 6, image edge detection locally with wifi 

off 

Appendix 5 

Experiment 45: Samsung Galaxy Tab A, image edge detection via 

scavenger 

Appendix 5 

Experiment 46:  Samsung Galaxy Tab A image edge detection locally with 

wifi on 

Appendix 5 

Experiment 47: Samsung Galaxy Tab A image edge detection locally with 

wifi off 

Appendix 5 

Experiment 48: Samsung Galaxy J5, image edge detection via scavenger Appendix 5 

Experiment 49: Samsung Galaxy J5, image edge detection locally with 

wifi on 

Appendix 5 

Experiment 50: Samsung Galaxy J5, image edge detection locally with 

wifi off 

Appendix 5 

 

Test scenario 2: Competitive offloading 

In this group of experiments, the scavenger clients are trying to use the surrogate for the same task 

at the same time. All four devices will request the surrogate for edge detection of images as it is 

explained above. These descriptions are given in table 11. 

 
Table 11  Experimental description for task 2 in scenario 2 

Experiment No. Description 

Experiment 51: Huawei Media pad, image edge detection via 

scavenger 

Appendix 6 

Experiment 52: Huawei Honor 6, image edge detection via scavenger Appendix 6 

Experiment 53: Samsung Galaxy Tab A, image edge detection via 

scavenger 

Appendix 6 

Experiment 54: Samsung Galaxy J5, image edge detection via 

scavenger 

Appendix 6 

 

Task 3: Simple text mining from email archive 

This task involves simple text processing of information available from email archive link. It 

involves parsing for the most important information from each email and specifically in this 

implementation, 500 http requests to the archive server were made and corresponding parsing and 

returning of summary of each email is retrieved using the url library of python. The task is chosen 
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to approach cyber foraging decision by scavenger when the task is relatively low in processing 

intensity and involves only processing of information obtained from each http request and response 

cycles. 

Test scenario 1: opportunistic offloading 

For each device, three variants of the task are performed. These are: 

● Task done via scavenger using a surrogate 

● Task is done locally by the mobile device but the wifi connection is on and the device 

searches for available surrogates and decides to do it locally due to unavailability of 

potential surrogate. This corresponds to the worst case that is faced by a mobile device. 

● Task is done locally by the mobile device with wifi connection off. 

The opportunistic offloading scenario involves three experiments per each device which totals to 

12 experiments. The description of these experiments are given in table 12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 12: Experimental description for task 3 in scenario 1 

Experiment No. Description 

Experiment 55: Huawei Media pad, simple text mining via scavenger Appendix 7 

Experiment 56: Huawei Media pad, simple text mining locally with wifi on Appendix 7 

Experiment 57:  Huawei Media pad, simple text mining locally with wifi off Appendix 7 

Experiment 58: Huawei Honor 6, simple text mining via scavenger Appendix 7 

Experiment 59:  Huawei Honor 6, simple text mining locally with wifi on Appendix 7 

Experiment 60:  Huawei Honor 6, simple text mining locally with wifi off Appendix 7 

Experiment 61: Samsung Galaxy Tab A, simple text mining via scavenger Appendix 7 

Experiment 62:   Samsung Galaxy Tab A, simple text mining locally with wifi on Appendix 7 

Experiment 63:   Samsung Galaxy Tab A, simple text mining locally with wifi off Appendix 7 

Experiment 64: Samsung Galaxy J5, simple text mining via scavenger Appendix 7 

Experiment 65: Samsung Galaxy J5, simple text mining locally with wifi on Appendix 7 

Experiment 66: Samsung Galaxy J5, simple text mining locally with wifi off Appendix 7 
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5. Results  

This section of the thesis presents and explains the results of the various experiments that are 

carried out based on the hypotheses and configuration as described in section 4. The baseline tests 

results are explained first and the offloading tests results are later described mainly from the battery 

life, performance gain and energy saving benefits perspectives. 

5.1 Results of experiment set 1 - Baseline tests 

Form the baseline tests or experiment set 1, we can observe the following summary of result tables. 

Table 13 shows discharging rate of devices under different conditions as measured in an hour 

interval. 

 

Table 13 Discharging rate of devices in baseline tests 

Device 

Idle discharging rate 

(mAh/sec) 

Idle with wifi on 

discharging rate 

(mAh/sec) 

Discharging rate 

when CPU is loaded 

(mAh/sec) 

Discharging rate 

when CPU loaded 

and wifi is on 

(mAh/sec) 

Discharging rate with 

wireless traffic 

(mAh/sec) 

Samsung Galaxy 

J5 0.02889 0.03416 0.06638 0.07083 0.06583 

Samsung Galaxy 

Tab A 9.7 0.1841 0.1902 0.23305 0.24 0.2189 

Huawei MediaPad 

M2 0.1325 0.1422 0.2011 0.2167 0.1905 

Huawei Honor 6 0.03972 0.04555 0.1722 0.1772 0.1055 

 

Table 14 shows how much (in percentage relative to the maximum charge capacity) of charge is 

lost during an hour interval for each devices. 

 

Table 14  Percentage of charge lost during an hour relative to the maximum capacity 

Device Idle mode Idle with wifi on by 

ping 

CPU loaded CPU loaded and 

ping 

Wireless traffic 

Samsung Galaxy J5 4,00% 4.73% 9,19% 9,81% 9.11% 

Samsung Galaxy 

Tab A 9.7 10.75% 11.11% 13.60% 14.00% 12.77% 

Huawei MediaPad 

M2 10.11% 10.85% 15.34% 16.53% 14.53% 

Huawei Honor 6 4.69% 5.38% 20.33% 20.92% 12.46% 
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These results show that: 

● CPU is the most energy demanding component but for the case of Samsung Galaxy J5, the 

wireless traffic drains almost the same amount of charge compared to CPU. 

● Different devices behave differently even devices of the same manufacturer but in general 

we can conclude that CPU intensive tasks drain more battery charge than other tasks which 

is valid for all of the devices. 

● Tablets drain about 10% of battery whereas smartphones drain about 4.5% of battery 

relative to their maximum capacity in idle cases as can be seen from the percentage table.  

● Huawei devices used in the tests drain more energy for both CPU and network intensive 

tasks compared to the Samsung counterparts. 

The results are also shown in figure 2. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 2 Baseline test results 

 

This results are taken as a basis for analysis of scavenger offloading performance. The evaluation 

that CPU intensive tasks drain more energy can be an initial point to make a hypothesis that 

scavenger can save battery energy for cpu intensive tasks. The evaluation of this and related 

hypothesis is shown below from the analysis of experiment set 2. 
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5.2. Results of Experiment set 2: Offloading tests 

In this section, the results of offloading tests are presented. The results are shown per each test 

tasks with corresponding battery gain, performance improvement and energy saving results. 

5.2.1. Results of task 1, scenario 1: Encryption and decryption of a file in 

opportunistic offloading 

This task is selected to approach a scavenger in such a way that the task code and file to be migrated 

to a surrogate is very low and the processing is relatively high. As explained in the previous 

chapter, three scenarios are evaluated which are: 

● Local execution of a task with wifi off 

● Local execution of a task with wifi on 

● Execution of a task via scavenger 

For ease of analysis and evaluation of different objectives, the results are divided into three 

categories. These are: 

1. Results of battery consumption from mobile side for evaluating battery saving 

2. Results of runtime for evaluation of performance improvement 

3. Results of aggregate energy consumption for evaluation of aggregate energy savings and 

hence energy efficiency. 

Results of battery saving 

The corresponding results is shown in table 15. Especially the percentage levels of battery saving 

results are given in column named mAh saving in % relative to local.  

 

These values are calculated (derived) as below. For instance, for the case of Huawei Mediapad, 

local execution consumes 67mAh and scavenger consumes 8.5mAh. Using these primary 

measurement data, the difference (the amount of battery charge saved) is 67 – 8.5 = 58.5mAh = 

87.31% of local execution consumption. The negative values in the percentage values shows the 

loss of battery life relative to local execution. The approach is the same for all tables in this section 

including performance and energy saving results tables. 

 

Table 15  Battery saving results of task 1 in scenario 1 

 

Device Test type 
Battery consumption in 

mAh 
Discharge rate 

mAh/sec 
mAh saving in % 

relative to local 

Huawei 

Mediapad 

Local 67 0.2179  

Local+wifi 68 0.2197 -1.49 

Scavenge 8.5 0.1475 87.31 

Huawei Honor 6 Local 91 0.159  
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Local+wifi 105 0.154 -15.38 

Scavenge 3 0.05556 96.70 

Samsung Galaxy 

Tab A  

Local 150.2 0.2534  

Local+wifi 155 0.2631 -3.19 

Scavenge 10.5 0.187 93.01 

Samsung Galaxy 

J5 

Local 47.8 0.0826  

Local+wifi 51 0.08738 -6.70 

Scavenge 2 0.03485 95.82 

  

For a better visualization of the battery consumption result, the following chart graph is given in figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3   Battery saving results of task 1 in scenario 1 

 

As it is shown in figure 3 and table 15 (notice the last column named mAh savings in %): 

1. Scavenger provides a significant advantage for battery saving as compared to doing the 

task locally. The amount of battery charge consumed for task via scavenger is only 3.3 - 

12.69 % of the battery consumption of doing the task locally. This shows a significant 

advantage from scavenger to prolong battery life of mobile devices. 

2. Not only is scavenger advantageous in saving battery life but also it is efficient in terms of 

discharging rate as it is shown in mAh/sec result column. The mAh/sec result from 

scavenging is lower than that of doing the task locally. 
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3. The overhead due to scavenging when a desired surrogate is not available is very low 

compared with the advantage obtained by scavenging and offloading. The overheads range 

from 1.49% to 15.38% of the battery consumption of doing a task locally without searching 

for potential surrogate. 

Results of performance improvement 

The corresponding result is shown in table 16 and figure 4. The performance improvement gains 

are particularly given in column named runtime change in % relative to local in table 16. 

 

Table 16  Results of performance improvement for task 1 in scenario 1 

 

Device Test type 
Average runtime in 

seconds 
runtime change in % relative to 

local 

Huawei Mediapad  

Local  307.4  

Local+wifi 309.43 -0.66 

Scavenge 57.61 81.26 

Huawei Honor 6  

Local 572.33  

Local+wifi 681.86 -19.14 

Scavenge 54.4 90.49 

Samsung Galaxy Tab A  

Local  592.6  

Loca+wifi 589 0.61 

Scavenge 56.14 90.53 

Samsung Galaxy J5 

Local 578.65  

Local+wifi 583.66 -0.86 

Scavenge 57.39 90.08 
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Figure 4 Performance improvement results for task 1 in scenario 1 

These results show that: (Especially reflected in the last column named runtime change in % of 

table 16) 

1. Scavenger is not only advantageous to improve battery life but also for improving the 

performance of mobile devices. This is shown by the corresponding runtime result in the 

above table. The runtime by scavenging are only 9.47% to 18.74% of the runtime of doing 

the task locally. 

2. The overhead of scavenging for available surrogate and doing the task locally has no 

change in the runtime with only less than a percent increment relative to local task 

execution without searching for surrogate. The only exception is huawei Honor 6 where 

19% runtime increment is observed as overhead of searching for available surrogate. 

3. An interesting point to observe is that, all of the devices have almost similar performance 

by scavenger as it is shown in almost equal runtime by scavenging. Even Though the 

devices have different performance in executing a task by themselves as it is observed from 

corresponding runtime result, their performance is enhanced to the same level by 

scavenger. 

Results of aggregate energy savings 

The corresponding result is shown in table 17 and figure 5. The energy saving results obtained are 

specifically shown in Energy saving (%) column of table 17. 
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Table 17 Results of aggregate energy savings for task 1 in scenario 1 

Device Test type 
Energy (Wh) from 

mobile side  
Energy from surrogate 

side (Wh) 
Energy Aggregate 

(Wh) Energy saving (%) 

Huawei 

Mediapad  

Local 0.266  0.266  

Local+wifi 0.26955  0.26955  

Scavenge 0.033694 0.072072 0.105766 60.24% 

Huawei 

Honor 6 

Local 0.3463  0.3463  

Local+wifi 0.3996  0.3996  

Scavenge 0.01142 0.072072 0.083492 75.89% 

Samsung 

Galaxy Tab A 

Local 0.5849  0.5849  

Local+wifi 0.6036  0.6036  

Scavenge 0.04088 0.072072 0.11295 80.69% 

Samsung 

Galaxy J5  

Local 0.1816  0.1816  

Local+wifi 0.1938  0.1938  

Scavenge 0.0076 0.072072 0.079672 56.12% 

 

 
Figure 5 Aggregate energy saving results for task 1 in scenario 1 
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Figure 5 shows that: 

1. A significant energy saving is obtained in aggregate energy consumption of task execution 

via scavenging. Though it also depends on the particular surrogate used, for this case, from 

56% to 80% total energy savings is measured relative to the energy consumed by doing a 

task locally by the mobile device itself.  

5.2.2. Results of task 1, scenario 2: Encryption/Decryption of a file in 

competitive offloading 

In this part, results and evaluation of scavenging for encryption and decryption (task 1) for the 

second scenario i.e. when the four devices request the surrogate at the same time as explained in 

chapter 4, is done. This scenario is for cases when multiple devices try to use the same available 

resources at the same time. These scenarios can be applicable in mobile cloud computing or mobile 

edge computing cases when mobile devices use the computational resources of other close servers 

to augment their resource scarcity and prolong battery lifetime. For ease of analysis and evaluation 

of different objectives, the results are divided into three categories. These are: 

1. Results of battery consumption from mobile side for evaluating battery saving 

2. Results of runtime for evaluation of performance improvement 

3. Results of aggregate energy consumption for evaluation of aggregate energy savings and 

hence energy efficiency. 

Results of battery saving 

The battery saving results of executing task 1 in scenario 2 are shown in table 18 and figure 6. 

The column named mAh saving in % is important since it shows how the battery savings are 

compared relative to local execution. 

 
Table 18  Battery saving results of task 1 in scenario 2 

 

Device Test type 
Battery consumption in 

mAh 
Discharge rate 

mAh/sec 
mAh saving in % 

relative to local 

Huawei 

Mediapad 

Local 67 0.2179  

Local+wifi 68 0.2197 -1.49 

Scavenge 28 0.1475 58.21 

Huawei Honor 6 

Local 91 0.159  

Local+wifi 105 0.154 -15.38 

Scavenge 12.5 0.05556 86.27 

Samsung Galaxy 

Tab A  

Local 150.2 0.2534  

Local+wifi 155 0.2631 -3.19 
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Scavenge 26.25 0.187 82.52 

Samsung Galaxy 

J5 

Local 47.8 0.0826  

Local+wifi 51 0.08738 -6.7 

Scavenge 4.5 0.03485 90.59 

 

 
Figure 6 Battery saving results of task 1 in scenario 2  

As it can be observed from table 18, column named mAh saving in %: 

1. Scavenger provides a significant advantage for battery saving as compared to doing the 

task locally. The amount of battery charge consumed for task via scavenger is only 9 - 42 

% of the battery consumption of doing the task locally. This shows a significant advantage 

from scavenger to prolong battery life of mobile devices. 

2. Not only is scavenger advantageous in saving battery life but also it is efficient in terms of 

discharging rate as it is shown in mAh/sec result column. The mAh/sec result from 

scavenging is lower than that of doing the task locally. 

3. The battery saving results are, however, considerably lower than the savings obtained when 

the surrogate resource is used by a client alone. This attributes to the scheduling and 

queueing delays in trying to use the surrogate resources at the same time by multiple clients. 

 

Results of performance improvement 

The results corresponding to performance (runtime) improvements are given in table 19 and figure 

7. 
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Table 19  Performance improvements results of task 1 in scenario 2 

 

Device Test type 
Average runtime in 

seconds 
runtime improvement in % 

relative to local 

Huawei Mediapad  

Local  307.4 
 

Local+wifi 309.43 -0.66 

Scavenge 134.27 56.32 

Huawei Honor 6  

Local 572.33 
 

Local+wifi 681.86 -19.14 

Scavenge 145.81 74.53 

Samsung Galaxy Tab A  

Local  592.6 
 

Loca+wifi 589 0.61 

Scavenge 143.56 75.78 

Samsung Galaxy J5 

Local 578.65 
 

Local+wifi 583.66 -0.86 

Scavenge 144.93 74.96 

 

 
Figure 7:  results of performance improvement for task 1 in scenario 2 

From these results, we can observe that (by referring to the last column named runtime 

improvement in % of table 19): 
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1. Scavenger is not only advantageous to improve battery life but also for improving the 

performance of mobile devices. This is shown by the corresponding runtime result in the 

above table. The runtime by scavenging are only 24% to 44% of the runtime of doing the 

task locally. 

2. An interesting point to observe is that, all of the devices have almost similar performance 

by scavenger as it is shown in almost equal runtime by scavenging. Even Though the 

devices have different performance in executing a task by themselves as it is observed from 

corresponding runtime result, their performance is enhanced to the same level by 

scavenger. 

Results of aggregate energy savings 

These results are provided in table 20. 

 
Table 20  Total energy saving for task 1 in scenario 2. 

Total energy by local 

execution (Wh) 

Total energy by 

scavenging 

(Wh) 

Energy saving % 

1.3788 0.568 58.84 

 

Offloading of task 1 in scenario 2 (when the four devices simultaneous offload to the same 

surrogate device) results in total energy saving of 58% as compared to executing the task by mobile 

devices. 

5.2.3. Results of task 2, scenario 1: Edge Detection of images in opportunistic 

offloading 

50 edge detection operations are performed on a 13 Mpix image and the test is repeated 5 times. 

This is done to approach a scavenger from a task that involves a significant data/file transfer to 

and from a surrogate. The 50 edge detection operations performed involve a traffic of almost 

300Mb to and from a surrogate. Similar to the case for task 1, the three scenarios are observed. 

These are: 

● Local execution of a task with wifi off 

● Local execution of a task with wifi on 

● Execution of a task via scavenger 

Similarly, as task 1, for ease of analysis and evaluation of different objectives, the results are 

divided into three categories. These are: 

1. Results of battery consumption from mobile side for evaluating battery saving 

2. Results of runtime for evaluation of performance improvement 

3. Results of aggregate energy consumption for evaluation of aggregate energy savings and 

hence energy efficiency. 
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Results of battery saving 

The corresponding result is shown in table 21 and figure 8. The battery gains are given in column 

named as mAh saving in % of table 21. 

 

Table 21  Battery saving results for task 2 in scenario 1 

 

Device Test type 
Average Battery consumption 

in mAh Discharge rate in mAh/sec 
mAh saving in % relative 

to local 

Huawei 

Mediapad  

Local  255 0.2114  

Local+wifi 258.4 0.214 -1.33 

Scavenge 50.6 0.1652 80.16 

Huawei Honor 

6  

Local  257.4 0.1961  

Local+wifi 249.4 0.1787 3.10 

Scavenge 35.8 0.113 86.10 

Samsung 

Galaxy Tab A  

Local  542 0.254  

Local+wifi 543 0.2561 -0.18 

Scavenge 67.2 0.21 87.60 

Samsung 

Galaxy J5 

Local 157.6 0.0743  

Local+wifi 162.8 0.07668 -3.30 

Scavenge 22.2 0.06967 85.92 

 

 
Figure 8:  Battery saving results for task 2 in scenario 1 
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We can observe from table 21 and figure 8 that: 

1. Scavenger provides a significant advantage for battery saving as compared to doing the 

task locally. The amount of battery charge consumed for task via scavenger is only 12% - 

20 % of the battery consumption of doing the task locally. This shows a significant 

advantage from scavenger to prolong battery life of mobile devices. 

2. Not only is scavenger advantageous in saving battery life but also it is efficient in terms of 

discharging rate as it is shown in mAh/sec result column. The mAh/sec result from 

scavenging is lower than that of doing the task locally. 

3. The overhead due to scavenging when a desired surrogate is not available is very low 

compared with the advantage obtained by scavenging and offloading. The overheads range 

from 0.1% to 3.3% of the battery consumption of doing a task locally without searching 

for potential surrogate. 

4. An interesting remark to note is that even though scavenger results in a significant battery 

saving, the battery saving percentage is lower than the case for task 1. This is attributed to 

the network consumption in sending and receiving images from surrogates. 

 

Results of performance improvement 

The corresponding result is shown in table 22 and figure 9. The last column in table 22 shows the 

performance gain in percentage. 

 

Table 22  Performance improvement results of task 2 in scenario 1. 

 

Device Test type 
Average runtime in 

seconds 
runtime improvement in % relative to 

local execution 

Huawei Mediapad  

Local  1206  

Local+wifi 1207.52 -0.12 

Scavenge 306.27 74.64 

Huawei Honor 6  

Local  1312.65  

Local+wifi 1395.4 -6.30 

Scavenge 317 75.85 

Samsung Galaxy 

Tab A  

Local  2134  

Local+wifi 2120 0.66 

Scavenge 320 85.01 

Samsung Galaxy J5 

Local 2121.14  

Local+wifi 2123.2 -0.09 

Scavenge 318.66 84.98 
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Figure 9 Results of performance improvement of task 2 in scenario 1 

The results show that: 

1. Scavenger is not only advantageous to improve battery life but also for improving the 

performance of mobile devices. This is shown by the corresponding runtime result in the 

above table. The runtime by scavenging are only 15% to 25% of the runtime of doing the 

task locally. 

2. The overhead of scavenging for available surrogate and doing the task locally has no 

change in the runtime with only less than a percent increment relative to local task 

execution without searching for surrogate. The only exception is huawei Honor 6 where 

6.3% runtime increment is observed as overhead of searching for available surrogate. 

3. An interesting point to observe is that, as in the case for task 1 as well, all of the devices 

have almost similar performance by scavenger as it is shown in almost equal runtime by 

scavenging. Even though the devices have different performance in executing a task by 

themselves as it is observed from corresponding runtime result, their performance is 

enhanced to the same level by scavenger. 

4. An interesting remark to note is that though scavenger results in a significant performance 

improvement, the percentage is lower than the case for task 1. This is attributed to the 

network delay in sending and receiving processed images from surrogates. 

Results of aggregate energy savings. 

The corresponding results are shown in table 23 and figure 10. 
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Table 23 Results of total energy saving for task 2 in scenario 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10 Total energy saving results of task 2 in scenario 1 

In addition to the battery and performance enhancement results obtained, energy saving of 23% - 

70% is obtained by doing the task via offloading as it is shown in column named Energy saving % 
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Huawei Mediapad Huawei Honor 6 Samsung Galaxy
Tab A

Samsung Galaxy J5

1.011 1.0243
0.573

0.98 0.948
0.5082

2.11 2.114

0.634 0.599 0.619 0.457

Results of total energy saving

 Energy Aggregate (wh)

Device Test type 

Energy from 

mobile side 

(Wh) 

Energy from 

surrogate side (Wh) 

Total Energy (wh) Energy saving % 

Huawei 

Mediapad  

Local  1.011  1.011  

Local+wifi 1.0243  1.0243  

Scavenge 0.2006 0.3722 0.573 43.32% 

Huawei 

Honor 6  

Local  0.98  0.98  

Local+wifi 0.948  0.948  

Scavenge 0.136 0.3722 0.5082 48.14% 

Samsung 

Galaxy Tab 

A  

Local  2.11  2.11  

Local+wifi 2.114  2.114  

Scavenge 0.262 0.3722 0.634 69.95% 

Samsung 

Galaxy J5 

Local 0.599  0.599  

Local+wifi 0.619  0.619  

Scavenge 0.0844 0.3722 0.457 23.71% 
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of table 23. Even though these savings are lower than the savings for task 1, it also shows the 

potential of offloading to save energy even for network intensive tasks. An interesting remark to 

note is that even though offloading results in a significant battery saving and performance 

improvement, these saving are lower than the case for task 1. This is attributed to the network 

consumption in sending and receiving images from surrogates. In addition, it is observed that, as in 

the case for task 1, all of the devices have almost similar performance by scavenger as it is shown 

in almost equal runtime by scavenging. 

5.2.4. Results of task 2, scenario 2: Edge detection of images in competitive 

offloading  

In this scenario, results and evaluation of scavenging for edge detection (task 2) when all the four 

devices are requesting for the surrogate at the same time is done. 

For ease of analysis and evaluation of different objectives, the results are divided into three 

categories. These are: 

1. Results of battery consumption from mobile side for evaluating battery saving 

2. Results of runtime for evaluation of performance improvement 

3. Results of aggregate energy consumption for evaluation of aggregate energy savings and 

hence energy efficiency. 

Results of battery saving 

The battery saving results of image edge detection (task 2) in scenario 2 are shown in table 24 

(referring to mAh saving in % relative to local execution result column) and figure 11. 

 
 

Table 24 Battery saving results of task 2 in scenario 2 

 

Device Test type 
Average Battery consumption 

in mAh Discharge rate in mAh/sec 
mAh saving in % relative 

to local execution 

Huawei 

Mediapad  

Local  255 0.2114 
 

Local+wifi 258.4 0.214 -1.33 

Scavenge 103 0.1652 59.61 

Huawei Honor 

6  

Local  257.4 0.1961 
 

Local+wifi 249.4 0.1787 3.1 

Scavenge 64 0.113 75.14 

Samsung 

Galaxy Tab A  

Local  542 0.254 
 

Local+wifi 543 0.2561 -0.18 

Scavenge 93.6 0.21 82.73 
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Samsung 

Galaxy J5 

Local 157.6 0.0743 
 

Local+wifi 162.8 0.07668 -3.30 

Scavenge 31.6 0.06967 79.95 

 

 

 
Figure 11 Battery saving results of task 2 in scenario 2 

We can observe from the results: 

1. Scavenger provides a significant advantage for battery saving as compared to doing the 

task locally. The amount of battery charge consumed for task via scavenger is only 17% - 

40 % of the battery consumption of doing the task locally. This shows a significant 

advantage from scavenger to prolong battery life of mobile devices. 

2. Not only is scavenger advantageous in saving battery life but also it is efficient in terms of 

discharging rate as it is shown in mAh/sec result column. The mAh/sec result from 

scavenging is lower than that of doing the task locally. 

3. An interesting remark to note is that even though scavenger results in a significant battery 

saving, the battery saving percentage is lower than the case for task 2 when the devices 

uses the surrogate resource alone.  

Results of performance improvement 

These results are depicted in table 25 and figure 12. 
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Table 25 Performance improvement results of task 2 in scenario 2 

 

Device Test type 
Average runtime in 

seconds 
runtime change in % 

relative to local execution 

Huawei Mediapad  

Local  1206 
 

Local+wifi 1207.52 -0.12 

Scavenge 613.7 49.12 

Huawei Honor 6  

Local  1312.65 
 

Local+wifi 1395.4 -6.30 

Scavenge 619.45 52.81 

Samsung Galaxy 

Tab A  

Local  2134 
 

Local+wifi 2120 0.66 

Scavenge 461.51 78.37 

Samsung Galaxy J5 

Local 2121.14 
 

Local+wifi 2123.2 -0.09 

Scavenge 582.5 72.54 

 

 
Figure 12 Performance improvement results of task 2 in scenario 2 

The results show that (refer to the column named as runtime change in % in table 25): 

1. Scavenger is not only advantageous to improve battery life but also for improving the 

performance of mobile devices. This is shown by the corresponding runtime result in the 
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above table. The runtime by scavenging are only 21% to 51% of the runtime of doing the 

task locally. 

2. An interesting point to observe is that, all of the devices have almost similar performance 

by scavenger as it is shown in almost equal runtime by scavenging. The only exception is 

Samsung tab A which has a better performance improvement by scavenging. Even Though 

the devices have different performance in executing a task by themselves as it is observed 

from corresponding runtime result, their performance is enhanced to the same level by 

scavenger. 

3. An interesting remark to note is that even though scavenger results in a significant 

performance improvement, the percentage is lower than the case for task 2 when the 

devices are accessing the surrogate alone. This is attributed to the network delay and 

scheduler queue in sending and receiving processed images to many clients from surrogate. 

Results of aggregate energy saving 

These results are shown in table 26. 

 
Table 26 Energy saving results of task 2 in scenario 2 

Total energy by local execution 

(Wh) 

Total energy by offloading (Wh) Energy saving (%) 

4.7 3.3327 29.10 

 

As it is shown in the result table, an aggregate energy saving of 29% is recorded. Although the 

saving percentage is significantly lower than the previous results, it shows that scavenger is still 

advantageous for tasks involving large size of file transfers. This case corresponds to a transfer of 

about 1.2GB data to and from mobile devices. 

5.2.5. Results of task 3 in scenario 1: Simple text mining in opportunistic 

offloading 

In this scenario, results and evaluation of scavenging for simple text mining task (task 3) in 

opportunistic offloading mode are done. Similar to the other tasks, the results are divided into three 

categories. These are: 

 

1. Results of battery consumption from mobile side for evaluating battery saving 

2. Results of runtime for evaluation of performance improvement 

3. Results of aggregate energy consumption for evaluation of aggregate energy savings and 

hence energy efficiency. 

Results of battery saving 

The battery saving results are given in table 27 and figure 13. The battery gains are depicted in 

mAh saving in % column of table 27. 
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Table 27:  Battery saving results of task 3 in scenario 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 13: Battery saving results of task 3 in scenario 1 

The results show that for the task, scavenger gives insignificant advantage to battery saving as 

compared to the other tasks. Even though scavenger decides to offload the computation to the 

surrogate, the battery saving results are low since the task involves a very low processing burden 

and only a frequent http connection request and response is needed to get the results. 
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Huawei Mediapad Huawei Honor 6 Samsung Galaxy
Tab A

Samsung Galaxy J5

10.2 10.4 9 7.4 7.6
5

20.25 21.4

11.25

3 3 2.5

Average battery consumption (mAh)

Average battery consumption (mAh)

Device Test type 

Average Battery 

consumption in mAh Discharge rate in mAh/sec mAh saving in %  

Huawei Media 

pad  

Local  10.2 0.1625  

Local + wifi 10.4 0.165 -1.96 

Scavenge 9 0.1507 11.76 

Huawei Honor 

6  

Local  7.4 0.1078  

Local + wifi 7.6 0.1106 -2.70 

Scavenge 5 0.081 32.43 

Samsung 

Galaxy Tab A  

Local  20.25 0.237  

Local + wifi 21.4 0.234 -5.68 

Scavenge 11.25 0.18 44.44 

Samsung 

Galaxy J5  

Local  3 0.0496  

Local + wifi 3 0.049 0.00 

Scavenge 2.5 0.0447 16.67 
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Results of performance improvement 

The corresponding results are shown in table 28 and figure 14. The runtime improvement in % 

column of table 28 shows the gains in performance. 

 
Table 28: Performance enhancement results of task 3 in scenario 1 

 

 
 
Figure 14:  performance improvement results of task 3 in scenario 1 

The runtime advantages of scavenging are very low as shown in figure 16. This is, as explained 

earlier for battery saving results, due to the nature of the task. The task is not heavy to process and 

all the devices show almost similar performance to do it locally and the corresponding performance 
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Huawei
Mediapad

Huawei Honor
6

Samsung
Galaxy Tab A

Samsung
Galaxy J5

62.75 63 59.7 68.6 68.7 62
85.5 91.45

62.3 60.43 61.2 55.97

Average runtime in seconds

Average runtime in seconds

Device Test type Average run time in seconds runtime improvement in %  

Huawei Media pad  

Local  62.75  

Local + wifi 63 -0.4 

Scavenge 59.7 4.86 

Huawei Honor 6  

Local  68.6  

Local + wifi 68.7 -0.14 

Scavenge 62 9.62 

Samsung Galaxy Tab 

A  

Local  85.5  

Local + wifi 91.45 -6.96 

Scavenge 62.3 27.13 

Samsung Galaxy J5  

Local  60.43  

Local + wifi 61.2 -1.27 

Scavenge 55.97 7.38 
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enhancement of offloading is low. The overall runtime of the task depends of the response of the 

server and the network condition, not on the performance level of the devices involved. 

Results of aggregate energy saving 

The energy saving results are displayed in table 29 and figure 15. 

 
Table 29:  Aggregate energy saving results of task 3 in scenario 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Device Test type 

Energy from mobile side 

(Wh) 

Energy from 

surrogate side (Wh) 

Total Energy (wh) Energy saving % 

Huawei 

Mediapad  

Local  0.0404  0.0404  

Local+wifi 0.0412  0.0412  

Scavenge 0.0356 0.0024 0.038 5.94% 

Huawei 

Honor 6  

Local  0.0282  0.0282  

Local+wifi 0.0289  0.0289  

Scavenge 0.019 0.0024 0.0214 24.11% 

Samsung 

Galaxy Tab 

A  

Local  0.079  0.079  

Local+wifi 0.0833  0.0833  

Scavenge 0.0438 0.0024 0.0462 41.52% 

Samsung 

Galaxy J5 

Local 0.0114  0.0114  

Local+wifi 0.0114  0.619  

Scavenge 0.0095 0.0024 0.457 -4.4% 
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Figure 15: Energy saving results of task 3 in scenrio1 

The energy saving advantages of offloading are very low for this task. Even scavenger slightly 

increases the overall energy consumed for Samsung J5 phone. This shows the effect of the nature 

of the task. Since the task resource requirement is low and involves only frequent http request and 

response to the email archive server and parsing the information which turns out to be easy for all 

the devices involved.  

5.3. Results Summary 

The results obtained can be summarized as follows. 

 Scavenger results in most cases >50% battery prolonging and performance improvement 

results compared with doing a computing task locally. 

 Scavenger incurs a very low overhead in both battery and performance for the case of 

unsuccessful cyber foraging, less than 2% in most cases. 

 Scavenger results in low mAh/sec rates. 

 It enables low energy per computation resulting in aggregate energy saving 

 All hypotheses in section 4 are validated 

5.4. Comparison with Previous Research Results 

Scavenger tests were carried out in [37] on 7 inch Samsung Galaxy Tab and Nokia N900 smart 

phone. The galaxy tab was equipped with 1GHz ARM cortex processor, 512MB of memory and 

4000 mAh battery whereas the N900 phone had 600 MHz ARM cortex A8 processor, 256Mb of 
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RAM and 1320 mAh battery. This shows that the devices used in our experiment are very powerful 

compared to the devices used in [37]. Even the less powerful device in our experiment (Galaxy j5) 

is more than twice powerful compared to the galaxy tab used in [37].  We can also infer that the 

trend of battery capacity enhancement is very slow. For instance, the 8 inch Huawei Media pad 

used in our experiment has 4800mAh capacity and the 7-inch tablet used in previous tests [37] had 

4000mAh battery capacity.  

A similar task of encryption and decryption a file under local, local execution with wifi (worst 

scenario) and remote execution cases are tested on the devices. The surrogate machine used was 

Intel Core 2 Duo 2.26GHz processor with 2.9 Gb of random access memory. For this task, 89% of 

battery saving and 83% of runtime savings were recorded for the galaxy tab. For the case of N900, 

95% and 96% battery and runtime savings were obtained respectively. In our tests, 87 – 97 % 

battery savings and 81 – 90% runtime improvements are observed. Another task that were applied 

for the test in [37] is edge detection of images. However, this task provides a very low advantage 

in both battery and runtime savings. Only 20% runtime savings and 7% battery saving were 

measured from the galaxy tab as compared to 80 – 88% battery gains and 75 – 85 % runtime gains 

measured now.  

  

Offloading provides a similar and even better advantages with current state of art devices. The 

possible reasons that we have identified for this trend are: 

 The current trends of having mobile devices equipped with powerful processors and other 

resources is balanced by increasing powerfulness of potential surrogate machines. For 

example, the surrogate used in our case is more powerful that surrogate used in [37]. It is 

twice powerful in memory and is equipped with relatively newer generation of processor. 

 The current trends of having mobile devices equipped with powerful processors and other 

resources is balanced by increasing complexity of the tasks to be processed. For example, 

complex (high Mpix) images to deal with.  

 The stability of android platform support for python might also be added to the reasons of 

why better benefits obtained as compared with results of [37] especially for edge detection 

tasks. 

 

The battery and runtime benefits are also come with saving of total energy consumed per task in 

our tests. Not only is cyber foraging beneficial when a single device scavenges for resources of 

surrogates as confirmed by [37] and our results, but also it is beneficial when multiple devices 

scavenge for resources of surrogates at the same time as it is described in the results of mobile 

cloud offloading tests. 
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6. Conclusions and Future work 

The results obtained in this work show that using opportunistic offloading and mobile cloud 

offloading can save a significant amount of battery life and runtime duration for the current state of 

art mobile devices. These advantages are not only limited in the mobile devices side only but also 

aggregate energy per computing task can also be minimized by cyber foraging. It is also important 

to note that these results are obtained by using a low performance surrogate in today’s standard of 

laptop machines and only one core was used for offloading operations.  

6.1. Implications to Sustainability 

The various tests and their corresponding results show that both opportunistic offloading of 

computation and mobile cloud offloading provide a significant benefit for the mobile side by 

prolonging battery life and improving their performance. In addition, it is noticed that energy can 

also be saved by offloading a computation to a resource rich server. These have potential 

implication for guiding computing in a sustainable way. The traditional cloud infrastructures are 

characterized by a very resource rich servers located in relatively few number of datacenters which 

are far from potential mobile devices. The possibility of saving energy by mobile cloud computing 

(offloading to servers located close to end devices at the edge of a network) gives us a new 

possibility to go for a more flexible and dynamic cloud infrastructure which resides close to end 

devices. More over mobile network providers can also provide such edge infrastructure servers for 

subscribed customers.  

The sustainability advantage is not only in saving energy per computation but also the possibility 

of using mobile devices for a longer duration without the need for new ones. This is achieved since 

the performance constraints, which are the reasons for changing and upgrading to a new mobile 

device after a short usage duration, can be partly solved through offloading and maximizing the 

utilization of resources in computing environment. This will reduce the manufacturing life cycle 

emissions from end devices. However, these also requires many number of edge servers to be 

deployed but as compared to enormous number of end devices, their number is still low and a more 

optimized hardware and software design can be applied on these specialized edge servers. In 

addition, the close by servers will enhance the user experience by minimizing latencies. Latencies 

between clients and a closest public cloud range from 20 – 40 ms and 100 – 150 ms over wired and 

LTE mobile networks respectively [48]. While this can be acceptable for simple applications, it 

makes impossible or very difficult to create highly interactive applications. For instance, creating 

interactive feeling in augmented reality applications require that end-to-end latencies (both 

processing and networking) remain below 20 ms [48]. Therefore, the availability of these close 

“mobile clouds” that can execute resource intensive and latency sensitive tasks on behalf of mobile 

devices enable such applications through minimizing latencies. The rise of internet of things devices 

also increase resource demands from mobile devices. Such devices, e.g. wearable computers are 

even resource constrained than smartphones and tablets. Hence enabling opportunistic offloading 
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will augment such devices resources and enable number of potential applications. Therefore, 

according to the results obtained, we can conclude that offloading has a great potential as enabler 

for sustainable computing. Its advantage spans from energy reduction per computing task, enabling 

longer duration of usage per mobile devices through performance augmentation, enhancing user 

experiences by enabling many applications with mobility and potential for sustainable businesses 

by mobile network providers and other business players by providing energy optimized edge server 

infrastructures for customer devices. 

6.2. Challenges and Future works 

There are many challenges to enable the above advantages of offloading. One of the challenges 

arise from the offloading technology. A more energy and computing resource aware offloading 

technology or even a protocol level implementation is a future research challenge that needs to be 

addressed in order to fully benefit from the advantages of offloading. Scavenger only takes CPU 

processing as a resource to be harvested. But combining both computing resources and energy and 

optimal decision of choosing a right place to perform a task is a challenge to maximize the 

offloading benefits. Such implementation has to make the task of deciding and offloading much 

easier to minimize the overhead due to decision and cost benefit analysis. As observed in particular 

in the results of text mining task (task 3), even though the task resource requirement is very low, 

scavenger decides to offload it and the corresponding gains in battery and performance are 

insignificant or very low. This shows the importance of a more resource aware offloading 

technology with intelligent environmental resources prediction. In addition to offloading decisions 

to a more resource rich device, a collaboration offloading mechanism among devices that can share 

a proportion of a certain computing burden for a common objective is also important to enable 

many resource demanding applications and improving user experience in the future. The Scavenger 

offloading technology on the other hand requires running daemon software all the time on the 

surrogates whether a request from clients is coming or not. Such approach involving idle daemon 

running will eventually outweigh or counter balance the energy saving benefits obtained by 

offloading. Another challenge is security and privacy. Security and privacy are out of the scope of 

this thesis but they are very important. To enable opportunistic offloading in a dynamic and mobile 

environment, the technology should ensure security and privacy to both clients and surrogates. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1: Description of Baseline tests (Experiment 1 – 20) 

Aim: To determine the battery characteristics of the four android devices that are going to be used for 

offloading tests. Each of the tests aim to measure the battery consumption of the device in mAh for a 

duration of 1 hour and have been repeated for five times. Five modes are selected for each tests. These are 

when a device is in idle mode i.e. no background processes and applications are running in the device with 

wifi interface kept off, idle with wifi on, when the device CPU is loaded with computing intensive task, 

CPU loaded and wifi on and when the device continuously downloads file.  

The 5 modes applied on each of the 4 devices totals to 20 experiments in this set. And each experiment is 

repeated five times and the mean of the runs are taken. 

Procedure: the general procedures for these set of experiments are: 

1. Write a test application program in python for process intensive task (for “CPU” and “CPU with 

wifi on” modes) 

2. Write a test application program in python for continuously downloading a file (for downloading 

mode) 

3. Set the wifi interface accordingly with the mode you are testing and keeps wifi interface active by 

continuous ping (for wifi on and CPU with wifi on modes). 

4. Write a measurement test script that continuously logs battery measurement for each minute  

5. Configure the brightness to 100% and battery level to 100% prior to each test 

6. Run the test for one hour and repeat it five times for each device per mode with prior setting of 

brightness and battery level at 100% 

Result: the corresponding test results are collected in a table format and in the form of a chart. For saving 

space, only the charts are shown here. 
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Conclusion: 

CPU intensive tasks are most energy demanding tasks. For more detailed explanation of the results, refer 

to section 5.1 of the main document. 
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Appendix 2: Description of offloading tests of Encrypt/decrypt task 

in opportunistic offloading (Experiment 21- 32)  

Aim: To determine the battery saving, performance improvement and energy saving benefits of offloading 

via scavenger for tasks that are relatively processing intensive and involve a very low size of task code and 

file transfer to and from surrogate. In this set of tests, the client device (mobile device) offloads to a 

surrogate alone, there is no resource competition from another client at the same time. Each test involves 

applying three test cases per device. These cases are local execution (the application is performed by the 

mobile device itself with wifi interface kept off), local execution with wifi on (this is the worst case when 

a device searches for surrogates and none is found) and remote execution (successful scavenging). Three 

cases applied on each of the four devices totals to 12 experiments in this set. Each of the experiments are 

repeated five times and the mean of the results are taken. 

 

Procedure: the general procedure for these tests are: 

1. writing the encrypt/decrypt task python code for local execution 

2. Writing encrypt/decrypt task python code for local execution with wifi (in this code, the scavenger 

module has to be imported and the encryption task method should be written to search for potential 

surrogate and due to unavailability of surrogate, device will do the task by itself) 

3. Configure the surrogate scavenger daemon on so that it can be discovered by clients (applicable on 

for remote execution test cases) 

4. Write a script that logs battery measurement data from each device at beginning and end of each 

tasks in each experiment  

5. Apply the codes accordingly for each cases per device and repeat the tests five times with prior 

setting of brightness and battery level at 100%. 

 

Results: Results are available both in table format with accompanying visualization charts. The result table 

obtained is shown below. The result table below is a result summary (after data manipulation) of many tests 

including surrogate energy measurement test (Appendix 4). 
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Conclusion: 

A significant advantage from scavenger is obtained both in battery and performance (from mobile devices 

side) and aggregate energy saving. A more detailed explanation of the results is given in section 5.2.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Device Test type 
Battery 

consumption 

in mAh 

Discharge 

rate 

mAh/sec 

mAh saving 

in % 

relative to 

local 

Average 

runtime in 

seconds 

runtime 

improvement 

in %  Total Energy (Wh) Energy saving % 

Huawei 

Mediapad 

Local 67 0.2179  
307.4 

 
0.266 

 

Local+wifi 68 0.2197 -1.49 
309.43 

-0.66 
0.26955 

 

Scavenge 8.5 0.1475 87.31 
57.61 

81.26 
0.105766 60.24% 

Huawei Honor 

6 

Local 91 0.159  
572.33 

 
0.3463 

 

Local+wifi 105 0.154 -15.38 
681.86 

-19.14 
0.3996 

 

Scavenge 3 0.05556 96.70 
54.4 

90.49 
0.083492 75.89% 

Samsung 

Galaxy Tab A  

Local 150.2 0.2534  
592.6 

 
0.5849 

 

Local+wifi 155 0.2631 -3.19 
589 

0.61 
0.6036 

 

Scavenge 10.5 0.187 93.01 
56.14 

90.53 
0.11295 80.69% 

Samsung 

Galaxy J5 

Local 47.8 0.0826  
578.65  

0.1816 
 

Local+wifi 51 0.08738 -6.70 

583.66 
-0.86 

0.1938 
 

Scavenge 2 0.03485 95.82 
57.39 

90.08 
0.079672 56.12% 
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Appendix 3: Description of Surrogate energy consumption tests 

(Experiment 33 – 34) 

Aim: To determine the energy consumption of the surrogate device when it is used a surrogate via 

scavenger. The first test corresponds to idle consumption of surrogate when its wifi interface is on and no 

visible application is running. The test is repeated five times to know the idle energy consumption 

characteristics of the device. After determining the idle characteristics, another test is carried out with the 

aim of measuring the energy of the surrogate when it is used as a remote resource for clients. Five repetitions 

of tests from each device and a total of twenty repetitions are collected the and the mean result is taken. 

Procedure: 

Write a script that logs the energy data of the surrogate computer in Wh at beginning and end of the 

measurement interval and apply the script both for idle mode and when the device is used by clients as a 

surrogate. 

Result: The numerical values energy measurements for five tests in are displayed in a tables below.  

 

Surrogate idle 

test  

Test 

No. 

Energy consumed 

(Wh) 

Duration 

(seconds) 

rate or power 

(Wh/sec) 

Average Energy 

(Wh) 

Average rate 

(Wh/sec) 

1 1.791 600 0.002985 

1.7968 0.002995 

2 1.776 600 0.00296 

3 1.88 600 0.003133 

4 1.776 600 0.00296 

5 1.761 600 0.002935 

 

 

Surrogate used for 

crypting/decrypting 

Test No.  

Energy 

consumed 

Duration 

(seconds) 

Energy 

for idle 

in wh 

No. of 

crypt/decrypt 

operations 

energy due 

to 

scavenger 

Energy due 

to one 

operation 

Average 

energy for 

one 

operation 

Average energy 

by surrogate for 

one round (6 

operations) 

1 1.421 360 1.0782 27 0.3428 0.01269 

0.012012 0.072072 

2 1.362 360 1.0782 24 0.2838 0.01183 

3 1.406 360 1.0782 27 0.3278 0.01214 

4 1.346 360 1.0782 24 0.2678 0.01116 

5 1.421 360 1.0782 28 0.3428 0.01224 

       

 

Conclusion: 

The determination of the idle power characteristics of the particular surrogate is used to determine the 

energy consumption per computing task when the surrogate is used by scavenger clients. 
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Appendix 4: Description of offloading tests of Encrypt/decrypt task 

in competitive offloading (Experiment 35 – 38) 

Aim: To determine the battery saving, performance improvement and energy saving benefits of offloading 

when multiple clients are trying to offload at the same time to a single available surrogate (mobile cloud 

offloading). Each of the four android devices try to offload the encrypt/decrypt task to a single surrogate 

simultaneously and corresponding runtime and battery measurements are collected. 

 

Procedure:  

1. Writing the encrypt/decrypt task python code in such a way that it uses scavenger client module to 

search for a surrogate using the presence service discovery framework and decides to offload 

computation. 

2. Associated script that logs the battery measurement from each device at the beginning and end of 

each test repetitions. 

3. Run the program at the same time from the 4 mobile devices and repeat it five times with keeping 

battery charge and brightness to 100%. 

 

Result: the corresponding result table (after manipulation of the results obtained) is shown below. 

 

Device Test type 

Average 

Battery 

consumption 

in mAh 

Average 

run time 

in 

seconds 

Discharge 

rate in 

mAh/sec 

mAh 

savings in 

% relative 

to local 

execution 

runtime 

improvements 

in % relative to 

local execution 

Energy 

(Wh) 

from 

mobile 

side  

total 

energy 

from local 

execution 

Energy 

from 

surrogate 

side (Wh) 

Energy 

Aggregate 

by 

offloading 

(Wh) 

Aggregate 

savings in 

energy  

Huawei 

Media 

pad (V = 

3.964 

volts ) Scavenging 28 134.27 0.2085 58.21% 56.32% 0.111 

1.3788 0.2901 0.568 58.84% 

Huawei 

Honor 6 

(V = 

3.806v) Scavenging 12.5 145.81 0.08573 86.27% 74.53% 0.0476 

Samsung 

Galaxy 

Tab A (V 

= 3.894v) Scavenging 26.25 143.56 0.1828 82.52% 75.78% 0.1022 

Samsung 

Galaxy J5 

(V = 

3.80v) Scavenging 4.5 144.93 0.03105 90.59% 74.96% 0.0171 

  

Conclusion: 

In addition to the battery saving and performance enhancement benefits, energy saving can also be 

achieved even a single surrogate resources are used by multiple clients at the same time in mobile cloud 

computing like scenarios. More explanation is given in section 5.2.2. 
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Appendix 5: Description of offloading tests of Edge detection task 

in opportunistic offloading (Experiment 39 -50) 

Aim: To determine the battery saving, performance improvement and energy saving benefits of offloading 

via scavenger for tasks that involve a relatively large size of task code and file transfer to and from surrogate. 

In this set of tests, the client device (mobile device) offloads to a surrogate alone, there is no resource 

competition from another client at the same time. Each test involves applying three test cases per device. 

These cases are local execution (the application is performed by the mobile device itself with wifi interface 

kept off), local execution with wifi on (this is the worst case when a device searches for surrogates and 

none is found) and remote execution (successful scavenging). Three cases applied on each of the four 

devices totals to 12 experiments in this set. Each of the experiments are repeated five times and the mean 

of the results are taken. 

Procedure: 

1. Writing the image edge detection task python code for local execution 

2. Writing image edge detection task python code for local execution with wifi (in this code, the 

scavenger module has to be imported and the edge detection task method should be written to 

search for potential surrogate and due to unavailability of surrogate, device will do the task by 

itself) 

3. Configure the surrogate scavenger daemon on so that it can be discovered by clients (applicable on 

for remote execution test cases) 

4. Write a script that logs battery measurement data from each device at beginning and end of each 

tasks in each experiment  

5. Apply the codes accordingly for each cases per device and repeat the tests five times with prior 

setting of brightness and battery level at 100%. 

 

Results: Results are available both in table format with accompanying visualization charts. The result table 

obtained is shown below. The result table below is a result summary of many tests (after data manipulation) 

including surrogate energy measurement test. 
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Conclusion: Opportunistic offloading is also advantageous for task involving a large task file transfer to 

and from a surrogate. A detailed explanation is given in section 5.2.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Device Test type 

Average 

Battery 

consumption 

in mAh 

Discharge 

rate in 

mAh/sec 

mAh saving in 

% relative to 

local 

Average 

runtime in 

seconds 
runtime 

improvement in %  

Total Energy (wh) Energy saving % 

Huawei 

Mediapad  

Local  255 0.2114  
1206  

1.011  

Local+wifi 258.4 0.214 
-1.33 

1207.52 
-0.12 

1.0243  

Scavenge 50.6 0.1652 80.16 
306.27 74.64 

0.573 43.32% 

Huawei 

Honor 6  

Local  257.4 0.1961  
1312.65  

0.98  

Local+wifi 249.4 0.1787 
3.10 

1395.4 
-6.30 

0.948  

Scavenge 35.8 0.113 
86.10 

317 
75.85 

0.5082 48.14% 

Samsung 

Galaxy Tab 

A  

Local  542 0.254  
2134  

2.11  

Local+wifi 543 0.2561 
-0.18 

2120 
0.66 

2.114  

Scavenge 67.2 0.21 87.60 
320 85.01 

0.634 69.95% 

Samsung 

Galaxy J5 

Local 157.6 0.0743  
2121.14  

0.599  

Local+wifi 162.8 0.07668 
-3.30 

2123.2 
-0.09 

0.619  

Scavenge 22.2 0.06967 85.92 
318.66 84.98 

0.457 23.71% 
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Appendix 6: Description of offloading tests of Edge detection task 

in competitive offloading (Experiment 51 – 54) 

 

Aim: To determine the battery saving, performance improvement and energy saving benefits of offloading 

when multiple clients are trying to offload at the same time to a single available surrogate (mobile cloud 

offloading). Each of the four android devices try to offload the encrypt/decrypt task to a single surrogate 

simultaneously and corresponding runtime and battery measurements are collected. 

Procedure:  

1. Writing the edge detection task python code in such a way that it uses scavenger client module to 

search for a surrogate using the presence service discovery framework and decides to offload 

computation. 

2. Associated script that logs the battery measurement from each device at the beginning and end of 

each test repetitions. 

3. Run the program at the same time from the 4 mobile devices and repeat it five times with keeping 

battery charge and brightness to 100% before each repetition.  

 

Result: the corresponding result table (obtained after data manipulation) is shown below. 

 

 

Device Test type 

Average 

Battery 

consumption 

in mAh 

Average 

run time 

in 

seconds 

Discharge 

rate in 

mAh/sec 

mAh 

savings in 

% relative 

to local 

execution 

runtime 

improvements 

in % relative 

to local 

execution 

Energy 

(Wh) 

from 

mobile 

side  

Energy 

by local 

execution 

Energy 

from 

surrogate 

side 

(Wh) 

Energy 

Aggregate 

(Wh) by 

offloading 

Aggregate 

savings in 

energy  

Huawei 

Media pad 

(V = 3.964 

volts ) Scavenging 103 613.7 0.1678 59.61% 49.12% 0.4083 

4.7 2.1963 3.3327 

29.10% 

Huawei 

Honor 6 (V 

= 3.806v) Scavenging 64 619.45 0.10331 75.14% 52.81% 0.2436 

Samsung 

Galaxy Tab 

A (V = 

3.894v) Scavenging 93.6 461.51 0.20281 82.73% 78.37% 0.3645 

Samsung 

Galaxy J5 

(V = 3.80v) Scavenging 31.6 582.5 0.05425 79.95% 72.54% 0.12 

           

 

Conclusion:  

Aggregate energy saving are achievable even when multiple devices are using a resources rich device at 

the same time which also involves a significant file transfer to and from the close by resource rich device. 

More explanation can be obtained in section 5.2.4. 
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Appendix 7: Description of Offloading tests of simple text mining 

task in opportunistic mode 

Aim: To determine the battery saving, performance improvement and energy saving benefits of offloading 

via scavenger for tasks that are relatively lighter or less processing intensive and involve a very frequent 

http requests and response to use the information available on the web. In this set of tests, the client device 

(mobile device) offloads to a surrogate alone, there is no resource competition from another client at the 

same time. Each test involves applying three test cases per device. These cases are local execution (the 

application is performed by the mobile device itself with wifi interface kept off), local execution with wifi 

on (this is the worst case when a device searches for surrogates and none is found) and remote execution 

(successful scavenging). Three cases applied on each of the four devices totals to 12 experiments in this 

set. Each of the experiments are repeated five times and the mean of the results are taken. 

 

Procedure: the general procedure for these tests are: 

1. writing of the task python code for local execution 

2. Writing task python code for local execution with wifi (in this code, the scavenger module has to 

be imported and the text processing task method should be written to search for potential surrogate 

and due to unavailability of surrogate, device will do the task by itself) 

3. Configure the surrogate scavenger daemon so that it can be discovered by clients (applicable on for 

remote execution test cases) 

4. Write a script that logs battery measurement data from each device at beginning and end of each 

tasks in each experiment  

5. Apply the codes accordingly for each cases per device and repeat the tests five times with prior 

setting of brightness and battery level at 100%. 

 

Results: Results are available both in table format with accompanying visualization charts. The result table 

below is a result summary (after data manipulation) of many tests including surrogate energy measurement 

test.  
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Conclusion: even though scavenger cyber foraging system decides to offload the task, the advantages in 

battery, performance and energy are very low. More explanation is given in section 5.2.5. 

 

 

Device Test type 

Average 

Battery 

consumption in 

mAh 

Average 

run time 

in 

seconds 

Discharge 

rate in 

mAh/sec 

mAh saving in 

%  

runtime 

improvement 

in %  

Energy 

Aggregate 

(Wh) 

Aggregate 

saving in 

energy % 

Huawei 

Media pad  

Local  10.2 62.75 0.1625   0.0404  

Local + wifi 10.4 63 0.165 -1.96 -0.4 0.0412  

Scavenge 9 59.7 0.1507 11.76 4.86 0.038 5.94% 

Huawei 

Honor 6  

Local  7.4 68.6 0.1078   0.0282  

Local + wifi 7.6 68.7 0.1106 -2.70 -0.14 0.0289  

Scavenge 5 62 0.081 32.43 9.62 0.0214 24.11% 

Samsung 

Galaxy Tab 

A  

Local  20.25 85.5 0.237   0.079  

Local + wifi 21.4 91.45 0.234 -5.68 -6.96 0.0833  

Scavenge 11.25 62.3 0.18 44.44 27.13 0.0462 41.52% 

Samsung 

Galaxy J5  

Local  3 60.43 0.0496   0.0114  

Local + wifi 3 61.2 0.049 0.00 -1.27 0.0114  

Scavenge 2.5 55.97 0.0447 16.67 7.38 0.0119 -4.40% 


